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Summer is here again. It seemed like forever, but now
that it’s upon us let’s start thinking about everything
great about it. That’s actually a really long list, so I
asked a few of our members and staff, what is your
favorite thing about summer?
Deb D. (Headway Member): “The sound of kids
playing. I like to sit in the shade at the park, reading and
listening to the kids playing in the playground”.
Alex M. (Headway Member): “I like the heat, I seek
out the sun every chance I get”.
Mary-Anne M. (Headway Member): “The weather is
great for tanning, walking and going out”.
Andrea B. (Headway Staff):“I love being anywhere
outside whether it’s hanging out at the park or walking
through cool neighborhoods. I especially enjoy it when
I’m with all the amazing members at Headway! Please
join me this summer for a bunch of great outings!”
Danyka D. (Headway Staff ):”I love going to the beach
and walking along the shore. I collect shells, driftwood
and sea glass and love to incorporate them into my arts
and crafts projects. I hope you’ll all come to my class,
we’ll make some beautiful creations together”.
Izabela M. said “
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Give a Little, Get a Lot
Let’s Feel Good About Doing Good
Warm and Fuzzies by Danyka
This past quarter we
explored different
ways to enjoy the
therapeutic effects
of animals. Is has
been scientifically
proven that petting
an animal can lower
blood pressure and
decrease stress and
anxiety.
We visited two branches of the SPCA to cuddle,
pet and brush the animals up for adoption. I think
the animals appreciated the attention as much as
we enjoyed spending time with them.
We also visited Catfe in
Vancouver, a café that
features coffee and cats that
are also up for adoption.
The group had a great time
socializing, playing, and
petting the cats while

enjoying some adorable
feline–themed drinks &
treats. It was a unique and
fun experience that the
whole group enjoyed and
would like to do again.

Most people live with a certain amount of
clutter in their lives. July 15, Give Something
Away Day, is the perfect opportunity to
repurpose some of your clutter by giving it
away to those in need. Philosophers and holy
people have long contended that giving is
beneficial not just to the receiver of gifts but
also to the giver. Scientists now have proof.
Scans of the brain show that acting charitably
toward others stimulates our brain’s reward
system. This shows that humans are
biologically hard-wired to give to others rather
than to act selfishly, perhaps due to our
highly social natures. After all, our large
society requires cooperation and mutual aid.
Better yet, other studies show that when
helping others,
the helpers heal both emotionally and
physically. Somehow, giving not only makes
us feel good
but actually makes our lives healthier.
St. Francis of Assissi was right when he said,
“For it is in giving that we receive.”
Speaking of fun events for good causes!
Strive rode the
Big Bike for the
Heart and Stroke
Foundation again
this year. They
had a great turn
out for a worthy
cause. Our very
own Danyka and
Izabela pedaled
their hearts out
for the event and
had a great time.
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ABI Awareness BBQ 2018

Strive held an inclusive celebration at Queen’s
Park, joined by many stakeholders. There was
great food, lively music with our famous DJ
James who has played at numerous Strive
events, free giveaways and great prizes.
Participants have listened to special guest
speakers, Shannon V., Director of Assisted
Independent Living and Jennifer B., inspiring
brain injury survivor and advocate. The event
was a great success, everyone seemed to have a
great time.
A special thank you to this amazing team,
who made the event a great success!

Farewell to Headway
My short, little visit is coming to an end and
unfortunately it's time to say goodbye...
From Monday Music Jams to Thursday's
Super Bowling and my Friday Master Chefs
in the cooking class, I'll miss it all! Headway
has been such an uplifting place for me and I
admire the positive attitude that each
member brings with them into the center
every day. Although you've known each
other for years, you still greet one another
with so much love and excitement and that
makes me happy. I'll miss the monthly
Member's Meetings and all the outings we
had in March Madness, even down to our
daily games of Crazy 8's. Headway is a
special place and I hope it continues to be
this way for years and years to come.
I hope you don't forget me!
Just remember, my name is Shafia- it rhymes
with Mafia!
Lots of Love xo
From Shafia

Sincere thanks to
Daphne and Leroy
of FHA for joining
us!
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Were we feeling the Spring in
Arts and Crafts or what?!

The World in Watercolor
July is World Watercolor Month in
appreciation of this wonderful art form. In
watercolor painting, colored pigments are
suspended in water. Watercolor painting
may be the first type of painting ever done
by humans on cave walls. Watercolor was
also used in East Asia, the Middle East,
ancient Egypt, Italy, and Ethiopia. Watercolor
techniques were initially used for mere
sketches or copies. Oil was considered a
superior medium. However, as the technique
was perfected by masters of the Renaissance
and beyond, watercolor became a renowned
and complicated medium.
While it appears to be an
easy method of painting,
it takes years to become
accomplished. Luckily, the
low cost of watercolors
allows most anyone the chance to paint with
this enduring art form.

